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In this paper we introduce a mdhodology for the analysis of the paging activity
of parallel programs running on massively parallel systems. In the first part of this
paper, we study the correlation of the paging activities of individual node programs in
the SPMD execution mode and its effect on scheduling. The second part of the paper
studies the load placed upon the I/O and the communication systems by the paging
activity. The third part describes the tools for monitoring and analysis of the paging
behavior of a parallel program.
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Massively parallel systems (MPPs) arc viewed today as expensive scientific and engineering
instruments. Their primary use is in the area of numeric simulation of complex physical
phenomena. The performance/usability trade-offs of such systems are heavily tilted in favor
of performance. Most distributed memory MIMD (DMIMD) systems have rather primitive
operating systems wHh restricted functionality, and rudimentary management of system
resources. Only recently MPPs which run standard operating systems in all Processing
Elements (PEs) have been announced, e.g., IBM's, SPl and SP2 (running AIX), and Intel
Paragon (running 081"/1 under Mach). Such systems arc ca.<;icr to use but less efficient
than their counterparts which run only communication kernels (e.g., SUNMOS, NX, etc.).
Virtual memory is a convenience function supported by operating systems, which allows
the user to design his/her application without an immediate concern for the amount of real
memory available on a certain system. The operating system maps the virtual (user)
address space into the real memory available. If the application exhibits a good locality of
reference, then the performance penalty associated with virtual memory is low, even when
the virtual address space is considerably larger than the real memory.
The support for virtual memory is an important step towards making massively par-
allel systems more usable and more appealing for a broader class of applications. Yet
existing distributed memory MIMD systems are unbalanced; their I/O and communication
bandwidths are insufficient to sustain the request rates generated by powerful processors.
There is a legitimate concern that the paging activity may lead to a significant performance
penalty by increasing the I/O and the communication load.
The goal of our research is to observe and understand the paging activity of parallel
programs. We want to answer questions like: (a) How to characterize the paging activity
of a parallel program? (b) How is the paging activity affected by changes in the number
of processing nodes i:md the size of the data space? How does it change when the system
configuration changes, e.g. the placement and/or the number of I/O nodes, etc. ? (c)
How can the knowledge of the paging activity of an application be used to improve its
performance? (d) How can the knowledge of the paging activity of several applications
be used to improve the concurrent scheduling of these applications in different partitions
of a large system? Such questions can only be answered by studying the paging activity
of representative applications running on existing MPPs. Therefore our first objective is
to develop a methodology for the study of paging activity Wllich includes program moni-
toring and the analysis of the collected data. This paper discusses the development of an
application paging profiler and a post-profiling tool. The proIiler captures the application's
paging activity by producing trace records during the execution time. The post-profiling
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tool processes and summarizes the large trace record set, creating a concise and represen-
tative paging model for the application under study. Visualization tools support graphical
representation of raw and processed trace data.
In this paper we report on the paging activity of parallel programs running under
OSF/1 on an Intel Paragon XP/S supercomputer. The parallel programs we have profiled
and analyzed are structural biology programs used for the determination of the 3-D atomic
structure of large macromolecules like viruses [4, 11].
The more significant parameters describing the paging activity of a program running
under OSF/1 arc: page faults, copy-on-wrlte, page-outs and page-ins. A page fault is an
event detected by hardware during the address translation when a page entry in the page
table of a task is invalid. A copy-an-write event occurs when one of the threads sharing a
page requests a write access to that page. I\. page-out event occurs when the replacement
algorithm decides to reuse the frame containing an inactive page. A page-in event occurs
when the page currently referenced is not in memory.
In §2 of this paper, we discuss the relationship between paging and scheduling. In
uniprocessor systems, conte.."t switching is used to hide the high latency associated with a
page-in request. Parallel systems use gang scheduling and the strategy mentioned above
for hiding the latency of a page-in could only be used if all node programs of an application
experience page faults leading to page-in requests (§3.4) precisely at the same time. This
motivates our studies of the correlation of the paging activities of all the node programs.
Then we introduce a model of the paging activity. In §3, the virtual memory implementation
under Mach and the relevant statistical data collected during execution are discussed.
At the present time we are concentrating on a two prong data analysis. First, we study
how similar/dissimilar is the paging activity of diITerent node programs in SPMD, Same
Program Multiple Data, execution mode by performing a "skyline analysis" of the data
collected for different node programs. This analysis is done by determining the rate at
which different events occur, by isolating the peaks of activity from the background and by
correlating the time of occurrence and the amplitude of these peaks. This skyline analysis
for the page faults, page-ins, copy-an-write, and page-outs, is presented in the first part
of tItis paper. The second type of analysis is the "cumulative profile", used to determine
the total load due to paging activity upon the communication and the I/O sub-system.
The "cumulative profile" for page-ins and page-outs is presented in the second part of this
paper.
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2 Characterization of the paging activity of parallel pro-
grams
A massively parallel system consists of compute nodes, I/O nodes and service nodes con"
neeted by a high speed interconnection network. Network topologies used in existing sys-
tems are hypercubes (e.g., the Intel iPSe/8GO, the NCUBE), 2-D meshes (e.g., the Intel
Paragon), 2-D tori (e.g., the Cray MPP), fat-trees (e.g., Thinking Machines eMS), or extra
stage omega networks (e.g., IBM's SPI and SP2).
Each compute node consists of one or more processors having a common memory, pos-
sibly co-processors (e.g., a message co-processor) and a network interface. In addition to
the configuration mentioned above an I/O node has I/O interfaces for devices like disks,
and/or computer networks. Space and cost considerations limH the number of I/O nodes,
therefore the I/O bandwidth of current systems.
MPPs are partitioned statically; a partition is allocated a number of compute nodes and
shares with other partitions the set of I/O nodes. A parallel program runs in a partition
of a size determined by the needs of that application. A parallel program consists of a set
of node programs, one for each PE.
2.1 Paging and scheduling
The paging behavior of a sequential program (process) is characterized by its working set
defined as the collection of p;:tges needed for process execution over a period of time. Figure
1 shows a well behaved process (called process A) which exhibits a good locality of reference
and has a relatively small working set, WA in contrast with process B willch requires a large
working set, WB.
The execution time in the presence of page faults, denoted by TJ is
Tf = T(l + tP x ~P) = T(l +aPl
with
T the execution time without any page fault
1]P the actual page fault rate, the number of page faults per unit of time
tP the latency of a page fault
aP=tPXTJP
The page fault rate depends upon the relationship between the size of the working set of the
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Figure 1: The working set of a process and the acceptable fault rate. Process A has good
locality of reference, and the size of its working wA set is relatively small, while process B
has a fairly large working set, w8 because it does not exhibit a good locality of reference.
depend.lng upon the cause of the page fault. Page-ins require the longest time because they
involve access to the swap me. In our simplified analysis we are primarily concerned with
page faults due to page-ins and we will use the following approximation TIP ~ TIl with TIl
the rate of page-ins and i P = i J with tithe latency of a page-in. In this case, TJ = T(l +a)
with a = iJ X TlJ' In a multiprogrammlng environment, the operating system hides the
latency of a page fault by suspending the process experiencing a page fault and scheduling
another process ready to run.
Let us now consider a parallel system with Ne compute nodes and Nw I/O nodes and
assume that every page fault requires an I/O operation. We expect the service time for a
page fault to increase due to contention for shared resources like communication channels
and I/O nodes. To obtain a very crude estimate of tj, the time needed in this case for
resolving a page fault leading to a page-in request, we consider a model of the system based
upon a set of simplifying assumptions
(a) All compute nodes have identical page-in rates of TIl pages/second. The aggregatepage-
in rate of the parallel program consisting of N e identical tasks running concurrently
is N e X TlJ'
(b) The page-ins are evenly distributed over the set ofI/O nodes. Each I/O node runs a





(c) Each I/O node can be modeled as an MIMI! system with request.. rate of 1Jj and
service rate of Iftf. Then the time needed for a page-in is
The condition for the system to be stable is
or





~~~ = 0.1 and t~ 15 20 pages/sec then nJ < 2
(d) The communication delays can be neglected.
(e) We assume a linear speed-up namely the parallel execution time, in absence of page
faults is:
It follows that the parallel execution time in the presence of page faults is
T' = T'(1 +t' X~f) = I..- (1 + tf x ~f ) = I..- (1 + a )
/ J N c l-~~XlJX1Jf N c l-axnIOG
This approximate analysis shows that the support for virtual memory for the present
generation of MPPs is a challenging task. To support virtual memory efficiently we need
to:
(a) reduce the contention for shared resources by increasing the number ofltO nodes and
the communication bandwld~h.
(b) increase the memory size of each PE, to reduce the page-in and page-out rates of
individual node programs.
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(c) reduce the service time in case of a page-in by caching pages in the local memory of
some other PE or in some data service nodes.
The overaUload placed upon the shared resources (communication network and I/O
nodes) is determined by the aggregate page fault rate which in turn is determined by the
correlation of the paging activities of individual node programs. In our simplified analysis,
we have assumed that the intervals at which page faults occur are exponentially distributed.
Yet in practice, the SPMD paradigm discussed in §2.3, is often used. In this case, one could
expect that different PEs generate page faults at about the same time, that page faults
occur in bursts, and that the page fault service time increases dramatically.
The method used by traditional operating systems to hide the page fault latency, namely
context switching at the time when a page fault leading lo a page-in request occurs, is based
upon the fact that the service time for a page fault is considerably larger than the time for
context switching. Can the same approach be applied in case of MPPs? To answer this
question, we need to examine brieIly scheduling on MPPs. In all but a very few applications
the node programs of an application need to communicate among themselves. To do so,
they need to be active at the same time on diIferent PEs. The scheduling strategy in
which all node programs are activated at the same time, then suspended at the same time,
activated again at the same time and so on, is called gang scheduling or co-scheduling, [1].
Obviously, gang scheduling can be used to hide the latency of page faults if and only if
different node programs experience page faults at the same time. Therefore, we need to
study the correlation of the paging activity of individual node programs.
To characterize the dynamics of paging for a sequential program we define the page fault
profile as the number of page faults as function of time. In a uniprocessing environment, the
page fault profile of a process can be measured by having a cumulative counter ofpage faults
and by sampling it periodically. In a parallel system we are interested in the dynamics of the
lotalload placed upon the communication and I/O subsystems. To study tills dynamics,
we define a "cumulative paging profile of a parallel program", by composing the individual
paging profLles of individual node programs for all the relevant paging activities like faults,
copy-on-write, page-ins, and page-outs.
2.2 A model of parallel program execution.
In this section we are concerned with parallel programs for DMIMD systems. Such a
parallel program consists of a set of tasks running concurrently, one task per node or
possibly multiple tasks per node in case of multiprocessing nodes. Each task can be either
active or suspended. Each active task can be in one of three possible states
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(a) Compute. The task executes its own code and issues system calls other than 110 and
communication ones.
(b) I/O. The task has invoked an 110 system call and is waiting for its completion.
(c) Communication. The task has invoked a communication system call and is waiting for
its completion.
If we want to investigate a certain property of a parallel program for example, its paging
behavior, a possible alternative, is to study the dynamics of a set of parameters pertinent to
that property. For example, in Section 3.4 we present the parameters relevant to the paging
activity of a parallel program under Mach. A first objective is to isolate those parameters
which are independent from one another and form a minimum set.
The microscopic behavior of a parallel program consisting of N tasks, 1r'k, k = 1, N each
task going through a sequence of mk states Sj,k with j = 1, mk, will be characterized by
the average value >.ti for each of the n parameters qi with i = 1, n relevant to the property
of interest. For each parameter, for each task, and for each state we have a tuple (tk,j_ll
tk,j, )..%~i) with
the time where task 1r'k performed its (j -1) state transition, entering
state Si,k.
the time where task 7i1 exited the state Sj,k.
the average rate of change of the global counter qi given by
Several observations are in order. (a) The average rate of change of the parameter q.
IS a good approximation of the temporal behavior of the task only if the lifetime of the
corresponding state is short. (b) The model is amenable to performance monitoring. One
could automatically detect the transition from one state to another, record the values of the
parameters in the minimum set every time a state transition occurs, determine the lifetime
of the state and compute the average rates. (c) This microscopic characterization is very
costly in terms of the amount of information stored. Assume that a paraliel program has
1,000 tasks, it runs for 10,000 seconds and has an event rate of 1000 event/second/task.
Then the total amount of information recorded during the monitoring of such a program
is 120 Gbytes (12 x 1000 x 10,000 x 1000, the constant 12 results assuming that each of
the three floating point numbers in a tuple needs 4 byte of space). (d) In some cases it will
be difficult, if possible at all, to correlate events occurring different tasks. If different PEs
have unsynchronized clocks, it is next to impossible to perform such a correlation.
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The discrete time model introduced in thls section can be used to reduce significantly the
amount of data necessary to characterize the behavior of a sequential or parallel program by
filtering the raw data obtained through monitoring. For example, assume that parameter q;
has the behavior illustrated in Figure 2a. Figure 2b shows the discrete event representation
of 1]qj supported by our model. If we accept that values of 1}q; lower than a given threshold
say qthTeshold can be neglected, then we can approximate 1]q; by a number of peaks raising
above a background of level qthTeshold. For example, when we want to model the load
imposed upon paging devices, it seems reasonable to liller out the background and retain
only the peaks of the page fault prolile.
2.3 Modeling the paging behavior of SPMD programs
A commonly used paradigm for solving problems which require considerable amount of
computing time using parallel systems, is to partition the data in some manner and to run
the same program in all the PEs assigned to the user, each PE executing the same program,
but with different data, therefore the name SPMD. This execution mode is compatible with
distributed and shared memory MIMD architectures. In SPMD mode, the sequence of in-
structions executed by different PEs are different due to data dependencies. Often, a special
form of data dependency, the dependency of the identity of the PE makes different PEs
have a very different now of control and allows the implementation of a worker-coordinator
programming model. In tILis extended SPMD mode (ESPMD), the coordinator performs
functions which are strictly sequential like reading the problem description, computing some
initial values, and distributing them to all the workers, then at the end of the computation,
collecting statistical information from the workers. I\. typical code sequence in this mode
looks like





Another extension of the SPMD paradigm is the execution of several cooperating programs,
concurrently each program running in a set ofnodes. For example, if a computation requires
data in a format different from the input provided to it, one could divide the set oIPEs lnto
two groups, those in the first group perform the data conversion while those in the second









Figure 2: (a)The evolution of the cumulative counter qj.
(b) The discrete time behavior of qi. The rate of gi, T/qj is plotted as function of time.
1}threshold indicates the threshold used to separate the peaks from the background.
(c) The mtering out of the background and retention of the peaks of l1q;'
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In the pure SPMD mode, one could reasonably expect similar, but not identical pag-
ing behavior for different PEs, while in the ESPMD mode this behavior could be quHe
dissimilar.
3 Virtual Memory Management in Mach
Mach's vlrtual memory management consists of machine independent and machine depen-
dent parts. The machine dependent portion is a simple validate/invalidate interface which
maintains the hardware address maps. The machine independent portion provides support
for logical address maps, memory ranges within this map, and the interface to the backing
storage from these mnges via the external memory management interface [2, 13, 14].
The Mach virtual memory system differs from the traditional UNIX virtual memory
system by allowing the user to create a pager (external memOilJ manager) to control the
use of memory within portions of a process's address space.
A key element in the design of Mach is the integration of interprocess communication
with virtual memory [17J. Memory management techniques, such as copy-an-write and
copy-an-reference, are employed to transfer efficiently large amount of data through message
passing from a progmm to another and for efficient network communication. Furthermore,
the virtual memory is implemented by mapping process addresses onto memory objects,
which are represented as communication channels and accessed via messages
In the following sections we describe the implementation of virtual memory management
in Mach. In particular, we examine the key Mach memory management operations and how
Mach memory objects can be managed outside the kernel by user-level programs.
3.1 Memory Object Abstraction
Memory objects are abstract objects representing collections of data bytes (generaliy fIles,
pipes, or other data container) that are mapped into virtual memory for reading and writing.
Logically, a memory object is a contiguous repository for data, indexed by byte, upon which
various operations can be performed. Conceptually, a memory object represents some form
of secondary storage.
Unlike other Mach objects, memory objects are not provided solely by the Mach kernel,
but can be created and serviced by a user-level data management (external memory man·
agement) task, or by historical reason, called external pager. The data manager is entirely
responsible for the contents of a memory object and its permanent storage if necessary.
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Like all other objects in Mach system [3, 15J, each memory object will have a port
associated with it, and may be manipulated by having messages sent to its port. On a page
fault, the kernel sends a message to the backing storage port of a memory object to get the
data contained in the faulted page.
3.2 Virtual Memory Management
Each Mach task has its own virtual address space that all threads within the task fully
share. An address space of a task consists of an ordered collection of valid memory regions.
The responsibility of providing the virtual memory functionallty is shared by both the
Mad. kernel and the external memory managers. Operations such as map and unmap of a
memory object into a tasks address space are provided by the external memory manger. Yet
the Mach kernel provides standard virtual memory functionality including the allocation,
deallocation, and copy of virtual memory.
To allocate a new region of virtual memory, the kernel allocates a memory object and
uses the default pager [6, 13] to manage the object. The default pager manages backing
storage for memory objects created by the kernel in any of several ways: explicit allocation
by user tasks vm_allocate, shadow memory objects[13]' and temporary memory objects
for data being paged out. Physical memory is not allocated until pages in this region
are accessed. COPY-all-write sharing is used to perform virtual memory copying efficiently
both during task creation (read/write sharing of memory through inheritance) and during
message transfer.
The primanJ role of the kernel in virtual memory management is to manage physical
memOT1J as a cache of the contents of memOl1J objects; tillS makes memory object data
available to tasks in the form of physical memory. A remote procedure call requesting data
is made by the kernel on the memory object when a page fault occurs and the kernel does
not currently have a valid cached resident page. Again, a remote procedure call requesting
data flushing is made when the cache is full and the cached page chosen by the kernel to
be replaced was modified while it was in physical memory.
3.3 External Memory Management
A pager assumes responsibility for the mechanics of page-in and page-out operations over
a memory region; Mach kernel retains control over paging policy. The presence of external
pager is not mandatory. Mach kernel has its own internal pagers to handle ordinary page-
in and page-out requests which is the default when external pagers are not provided by
user-level programs.
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The advantage of providing user-level pager for a memory region is allowing the user to
define the semantics that apply to that memory object.
3.3.1 Data Structures
Four basic data structures are used within Mach kernel to implement the external memory
management interface:
• Task virtual memory address map - A task add,·ess map is a directory mapping each
of many valid address ranges to a memory object, the offset within that object along
with protection and inheritance information.
• Virtual mem07·y object· Each memory object used in an address map is represented by
an internal memory object structure. Information kept in this structure includes: the
port used to access the memory object, its size, the number of address map references
to the object, and whether the kernel is permitted to cache the memory object when
no address map references remain.
• Resident pages structure - Each resident page structure corresponds to a page of
physical memory; a page belongs to just one object. The resident page structure
records the memory object and offset into the object, along with the access permitted
to that page by the data manager. Reference and modification information provided
by the hardware is also saved here.
• Page replacement queues - Page replacement uses several page-out queues linked
through the resident page structures (physical memory). Three queues are built:
the active queue contains all pages currently in use (mapped) in LRU order, the in-
active queue is used to hold pages being prepared for page-out (reference bit cleared),
and the free queue keeps pages not holding any data.
3.3.2 Fault Handling
The Mach kernel fault handler is invoked when the hardware tries to reference a page for
which there is no valid mapping or for which there is a protection violation. Figure 3
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Figure 3: Page fault handling: Mach kernel fault handler
3.4 OSF/1 Virtual Memory Statistics
The OSF/1 Mach 3 [9] maintains statistics on the use of virtual memory since the time the
kernel was booted for the processor on which that kernel is executing in the vrn_statistic
structure. The pertinent information for the paging activity given in vm..slatistic is listed
below.
• free count, active count, inactive count - report the status (size) of page-out queues at
a given moment.
• wired count - gives the number of pages "forced" to be and stay resident (cannot be
paged out) in a given moment.
• zero-fill count - gives the number of pages allocated and initialized with zero (usually
a page is zero-filled when it is allocated with vrn_allocate using the default memory
manager.)
• page-ins- gives the number ofrequests for pages from the kernel to the pager.
• page-outs - gives the number of pages that have been paged out.
• faults - gives the number of times page faults have been detected.
• cow-faults - gives the number of copy-an-write faults (deferred evaluation optimiza-
tion) have occurred.
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• lookups, hits - control the number of memory cache lookups and hits.
The data in the vrn_statistic SLructure consists of non-cumulative and cumulative coun-
ters. Non-cumulative counters give the status of the paging queues when the vm_statistic
is read. For example, active count reports the number of pages cLUrently in use (in the
active queue), free count the number of pages not holding any data, and so on. Cumula-
tive counters keep the number of occurrences of an activity from the kernel was booted.
For example, faults reports the number of page faults occurred since the boot time to the
moment when the vrn...statistic struct is read. Zero-fill count, page-ins, page-outs, faults,
cow-faults, lookups, hits are cumulative counters. Free count, active count, inactive count,
and wired count are non-cumulative counters.
The type of statistic plays an important role in the form of processing its value. From a
sequence of statistics collected from the system in different intervals, it makes sense to take
the weighted (by interval) mean value of non-cumulative counters and take the weighted
rate value of cumulaLive counters.
The average rate of a certain indicator of the paging activity, e.g., page faults, page-ins,
etc. is computed by taking the difference between two consecutive readings divided by the
time elpased between the two readings.
For our research purpose, the important measures of the paging activity are: faults,
page-ins, page-outs, and cow-faults. TIased on the behavior of these counters we are able
to characterize the paging activity of the application under study. Other counters, such as
free, active, inactive count, lookup, and hils, are mostly related to the status of the physical
memory cache, which depend primary on the kernel.
4 Parallel Program Profiling
Following the parallel program execution model described in Lhe previous section (see §2.3),
we investigate the paging behavior of a parallel program by observing the dynamics of the
paging parameters generated by the program.
An event-driven parallel profiling library is provided to monitor and profile the execution
of the parallel programs on the Paragon™ XP/S System running the OSF/l Mach Oper-
ating System. Following the Mach terminology we call a node program a task. During the
execution of each task snapshots of paging statistics at each state transition are collected.
The set of paramelers related to paging activities in the OSF/1 Mach kernel is found in
the vrn_statistic structure, collected at the time a state transition occurs.
The steps for profiling a parallel program are:
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(a) Instrumentation of the source code. A pre-processor detects the points of state transi-
tion, snch as I/O and communication system calls, and substitutes the corresponding
system call by the counterpart profiler routine. Then the profile library, either the
version for C or for Fortran programs, is linked to the application's source code to
generate "proftle-able" application execution code. This transformation of the source
code is fulty automated.
(b) Parallel program profiling. During the profiling phase, each task of the parallel program
generates trace records which are stored in a separate trace file. The trace records
are collected according to the dynamics of the task execution path.
Each trace record contains a time stamp which marks the occurrence time of the
corresponding event. The Paragon™ XP /S System provides a global clock which is
1 microsecond accurate across all nodes (the "Reprogrammable Performance Moni-
toring counters"), allowing the reconstruction of the global event sequence.
(c) Post-processing trace data analysis. The trace data collected during the profiling phase
are further processed to extract relevant information about the parallel program pag-
ing activities. Several tools, described In the subsequent section, are provided to
analyze those data.
4.1 Parallel Profiling Library
The design of the parallel profiling library strives to guarantee accuracy of the collected data
by minimizing the intrusion of the profiling library (see also §G.2) in the parallel program.
The following steps are taken to ensure limited intrusion:
• A compact format for the trace record. A minimum set of parameters relevant to the
paging activities are collected in addition to the execution state and the time stamp.
• Data collection frequency is limited to events of interest, such as task state transition.
• I/O operation frequency, such as writing trace records into trace files, is reduced by
using billered I/O routines.
• Off-line data analysis is adopted to avoid additional computation during the program
profiling phase.
Trace data are collected at events of interest, in this case the transition of states gen-
erated by I/O or communication system calls. To profile a parallel application, I/O and
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communication system calls are substituted by their counterpart profiler routines. A pro-
filer routine generates two trace records in addition to the system call itself. Thus, during
the execution of a profiler routine, one trace record is collected before executing the system
call and another righL after its completion.

























A trace record is a Luple (ti' Si, Vj) with
a) ti - the time when Lhe record for the event j is generated.
b) Si -the type of the event j. The event types are: STARTJO, ENDJO, START...MSG,
and END-MSG.
c) Vj - the set of values of global counters, qi with i = 1, n, at time tj'
In the example illustrated above, a task executing Ps_csend() generates two consecu-
tive trace records: (ti-l, START...M SG, Vi-I) and (tj,EN DMSG, Vj). These two trace
records provide the following information:
1. A compute stale ended at time ti-I-
2. A communication state started at time ti-l (START_MSG) and ended at time tj
(END.MSG). The average rate of change of the parameters is calculated based on
values recorded for Vi-I and Vj.
3. A compute state started at time tj. TIllS compute state ends when a new trace record
is issued, i.e. when the following communication or I/O event occurs.
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Since the trace records for each task of the parallel program are stored sequentially
in its corresponding trace file, two consecutive trace records in the trace file of task k
provide n tuples (tk,j-l' tk,j, >.tj) with i = 1, n (one for each parameter), in addition to the
corresponding value of the execution state Sj,k.
4.2 Profiling Library User Interface
The profiling library consists of profiler routines for I/O and communication system calls,
and a few routines providing the user with profiling flow control. The user can tum on and
off the profiling, may generate additional trace records using the Ps_profile_trace call and
the other event control primitives in Table 1.
One of the problems in the event-driven profiling approach is the variable duration of
a state. Since the trace records are collected at points of state switching, a long state is
equally described as a short state is. It is possible tha~ an application stays in a state (e.g.
compute) for a long period of time or that an application presents a very small number of
state switches. In those applications a very small number of trace records are generated for
a long period of time.
The small amount of trace records describing a long period may not reflect accurately
the paging behavior of the application under examination. To remediate it, the library
routine Ps_profi1e_tmce() is provided to increase the number of trace records collected during
the compute state. The user may insert Ps_profile_tmce() calls in the source code, and
at execution time each call to Ps_p"ofile_trace() generates a trace record containing the
snapshots of paging parameters. Because of the intrusion and overhead to the program
execution, this routine should be used only it is necessary; the indiscriminate lise of it can
alter the behavior of the program.
Table 1 summari7.cs the profiling library user interface.
5 Data Reduction and Peak Selection
In this section we study the correlation of the paging activities of individual node programs
in the SPMD execution mode and introduce a methodology for reduction, interpretation,
and analysis of the paging activities called "skyline analysis".
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Communication
Msg Passing Global Dps I/O Event Control
Ps_csend Ps_crccv Ps..gsync Ps_cread Ps_open Ps..init
Ps_csendrecv Ps..gdsum Ps_cwrite Ps_close Ps_printstat
Psjsend Ps..irecv Ps..gisum Psjread Ps...stat Ps...sleep
Psjsendrecv Ps..gssum Ps..iwritc PsJseek
Ps..m.sgdone PS-Illsgwait Psjodone Ps_eseek Ps-profileJabel
PsJIsend Ps.Jrrecv Psjowait Ps_profile_trace
PsJIscndx PsJ1fecvx
PsJlsendrecv Ps_gsendx
Table 1: The Profiling Library Uscr Interface
5.1 Data Reduction
For most of the parallel applications studied, the profiles for different paging activity indi-
cators show transients of high paging activity intermixed with longer period oIlow activity.
This raw paging activity profile can be examined using the visualization tools described in
the third part of this paper.
The objectives of data reduction are (a) to expedite the identification of paging activity
bursts and observe the system response under heavy paging work load, and (b) to reduce
the amount of data needed to describe the parallel program paging behavior.
The data reduction is composed by the following three elements: peak selection, back-
ground fIltering, and skyline representation.
1. Peak Selection
During the execution of a SPMD parallel program, there are usually several bursts of
paging activity (called "peaks") at certain periods intermixed with other low activity
periods, called "backgmuncf'_
In the pure SPMD mode, peaks could happen approximately at the same time for
all nodes, in contrast with the ESPMD mode, where the coordinator may present a
paging profile different than that of other nodes. In both cases, the high load imposed
to the system in a given moment, when accounting for paging requests from all nodes,
is a key element for characterizing the paging activity of a SPMD program.
To compose the paging profile of parameter qi for a node k, we select the Nk largest
peaks occurred during the execution in node k. The number Nk may vary for each
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node according to the following selection criterion (see §5.2)
flh = min(all peaks within the selection range, Nma.x)
The selection range is upper bounded by the maximum value across all nodes of the
rate of parameter qi, 'TJq;, and lower bounded by a backgmund cut-oJJvaluc 'TJthrcshold.
Nma.x is the maximum number of selected peaks.
After selecting N k peaks, we further reduce the amount of data needed by analyzing
the amplitude of the parameter in the neighbor event records for each selected peak.
Records with similar peak amplitude are "aggregated" into one peak with a duration
equal to the duration of all aggregated peaks.
2. Backg7'Ound Filtering
The selected pcaks are sparse in time; the interval between two successivc peaks is
populated with a number of trace records with small amplitudes, called a background
region. The trace records in a background regions are reduced to one "background
record" Bj : (t~, t e , >''§.) representing the interval of the background and the weighted,





with 6.ti being the interval of a reduced record and Ai its corresponding parameter
value.
3. Skyline Representation
The paging profile is reduced to a much more compact discrete time representa-
tion composed by peaks and background regions, each one represented by a tuple
(ts,tw,\qi) as described in §2.3.
For example, for N k = 15 selected peaks, we represent the paging profile of parameter
qi of node k by using at most 2Nk - 1 = 31 tuples instead of the large number of
trace records collected during the program profiling.
The graphical representation of the model is a "skyLine" representing the overall pag-
ing behavior of a node.
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The data processing methodology presented above has been shown effective in reducing
the amount of data needed to describe the paging behavior without losing relevant infor-
mation. The advant<Lge of the small set of data include: (1) a compact discrete time model
and (2) ease the correlation and analysis of data across nodes.
Several graphic visualization tools are provided to expedite the understanding of the
paging behavior, such as the time line of a parameter collected in the trace records before
mtering - TaW trace data, the time line of the compact paging proIile of the same parameter
- skyline representation, along with other graphic tools used during the peak selection
process and the data analysis after the filtering process.
Some comments are in order. (1) The maximum number of peaks to be selected Nma;T;
and the background cut-off limit B q; are parameters which can be tuned to a particular
application. The cut-off limit varies for different parameters and for different applications.
(2) The amount of the space needed for a parameter qi of node k in a parallel program has
an upper bound of (2Nmax - 1) records (or tuples). The effectiveness of the space saving
depends on the dynamic of the application, i.e., the number of records gathered during the
profiling phase.
5.2 Peak Selection Criterion
To examine the paging parameter q; based on the collected trace data, the peak selec-
tion procedure uses two counterbalanced parameters: the constant value Nmax and the
background cut-off value ""threshold'
Depending on the purpose of the data processing, more weight is given to one or other
parameter. A small Nmax reduces significantly the amount of trace data because only the
few higher peaks (Nma;T;) are selected, and all others are neglected and merged with the
background regions. This indiscriminate data filtering process creates a paging behavior
description which is not accurate with the promed program's behavior.
Since our primary purpose is not space saving but to provide a simplified but accurate
description of the profiled program's behavior, the background cut-off level is the most
important parameter in the selection criterion. For the resulting skyline representation to
be as close as possible to the real program's behavior, we must define an adequate cut-off
level.
Two graphs, one showing the total number of selected peaks, and the other the number
of peaks selected in each node, both for different cut-off levels, are provided to help defining
an adequate background cut-off value for the purpose of trace data analysis. A compact
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Figure 4: The relationship of the total number of peaks to the cutoITlevel for the fault rate.
The parallel program Envelope is running in 16 nodes on a PARAGON XP/S system.
describes more accurately the program behavior.
Figure if shows an example of the total Dumber of selected peaks for the page fault rate,
for a SPMD program Ilsing dliferent cut-off levels. As expected, the smaller is the cut-off
value, the larger is the number of selected peaks.
Similarly, Figure 5 shows the number of peaks selected in each node for the same
program of Figure 4. The number of peaks selected in each node may be slightly different,
although the curve of the number of selected peaks across nodes for a given cut-off level
maintains the same shape as the cut-aIr level varies. When the cut-off value increases, the
number of selected peaks in each node decreases. The same characteristics of both graphs
are observable in all three program execution states.
The cut-olI value for the peak selection is chosen by the user depending upon the level
of detail needed and the parameter under examination, using graphs like those in Figures
4 and 5. Such graphs are provided by our analysis package.
6 Case Studies
In this section we discuss the applications we have monitored, and present and analyze the
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FIgure 5: The number of peaks selected per node [or diIIerent cutoff rates. The parallel
program Envelope is running in 16 nodes on a PARAGON XP/S system.
be confirmed by additional data before Lhey can be used to improve tIle design of massively
parallel systems and the mechanisms for resource sharing in such systems.
6.1 The applications
We have concentrated our attention on a few applications in the area of computational
biology we helped develop over the past few years [4, 11]. The programs we have studied
are used for the 3-D atomic structure determination of large macromolecules like viruses.
These programs are:
(a) The Envelope program used for real space electron density averaging.
(b) The FFTsynth, a program used for transformation from reciprocal to real space by
means of 3-D FFT.
(c) The Recip program used to correlate calculated stmcture factors with observed ones.
A brief outline of the computations and the algorithms used by these programs follows.
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B.l.a The Envelope program
The input for this program is a 3-D lattice with nx x xy X nz points. Every grid point
with coordinates (xo, Yo, zo), has an electron density P:r:o,yO,::o' Symmetry operators: TIl,
Tl2, ... , Ion allow US to associate to every grid point (xo, Yo, zo) n other points, (Xl, Yl, Zl),
(X2, Y2, Z2) ... (Xn, Yn, zn), related to it by non-crystallographic symmetry. The electron
density at every grid point is replaced by the average value of the electron density of all






The parallel algorithm used for averaging is based on a partition of the 3-D lattice into small
volumes (bricks). Each PE is assigned a number of bricks to transform, but it needs access to
the entire data space (the entire lattice) because points related by the non-crystallographic
symmetry are scattered throughout the lattice. The program implements a shared virtual
memory and operates in two modes, (1) the disk mode (DFS), and the data caching in the
















Flgure 6: The memory layout for the Envelope program. In the DFS mode (6a) each
processor fetches bricks on demand from the disk me lnto the dynamic brick area. In the
DAN mode (6b) the bricks are cached in the static brick area of all nodes. When a processor
needs a brick not available locally, it uses interrupt driven communication to fetch it from
another processor's statk brick area.
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6.I.b The FFTsynth program
The program performs 3-D Fourier synthesis. The parallel algorithm consists of three steps.
In step 1, the 3-D volume is partitioned into xy-slabs, groups of consecutive xy-planes. A
1-D FFT in the y direction is carried out. In step 2, a global transposition takes place and
each PE ends up with an xz-slab, a collection of xz-planes. In the third step, each PE
carries out 2-D FFTs on all :J:z-planes assigned to it.
6.I.e The Reeip program
The inputs to the program are: (1) A very large sorted file containing several millions of
records of observed data. Each record consists of the coordinates in the reciprocal space
(the Miller indices), the amplitude, and additional information relative to the reflection.
(2) A file of unsorted data containing calculated structure factors. The first step of the
computation is to sort (2). Then each record of (2) is compared against (1). If a match of
the Miller indices is found, then the calculated amplitude is replaced by the observed one
[mm (1).
6.2 The environment
The measurements were performed on a Paragon XP /S system with 66 compute nodes, 2
I/O nodes and 3 service nodes with 32 Mbyte of memory per node. The system is currently
running Paragon OSF/1, Release 1.0.4, Patch R1.1.6.
We discuss brieily the intrusion due to our monitoring [12]. Table 2 shows the size of the
original load module and of the load module of the instrumented programs. As we can see,
the instrumented code is 5-11% larger than the original code. Table 3 presents the effects
of instrumentation upon the execution time for the FFTsynth program. The instrumented
code takes about 15% more time.




Table 2. The size of the load module (in KBytes) for the original and the instrumented
code.
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Table 3. The execution time (in seconds) of the original and the instrumented corle for
the FFTsynth program.
Yet another form of intrusion which affects the data obtained through monitoring, is due to
interactions of the program being monitored wHh programs running concurrently in other
partitions of the system. This type of interactions is due to contention. for the I/O and
communication resources, and always leads to an increase ofthe execution time. Even when
a program is not instrumented, its execution time may vary by a significant amount for
the same input data depending upon the activities of its competitors. In our monitoring
process, the correlation of the peaks of activity in time is affected by this type of intrusion.
While the first type of intrusion, the one due to our measurements cannot be eliminated,
there are costly ways to eliminate the second type by using the machine in an exclusive
fashion.
6.3 Event and state information
Our methodology for monitoring the paging activity of a parallel program is based upon
detecting transitions from one state of the task to another and recording the paging activity
data collected by the kernel at time of the transition. A parallel program can be in one of
the following states: compute, I/O and communication.
In this section we present synthetic data intimately related to our model, namely
- the total number of events recorded during the execution of the program,
- the average number of events per node,
- the total time spent by a program in each state, and
- the averag~ duration of an event
for all the programs we have monitored. Figures 7,8,9 and 10 present these data for the
Envelope program in the DFS and DAN mode, the FFTsynth program and the Recip
program.
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The data we collect to study the paging activity of parallel programs is extremely useful
to understand the behavior of a parallel program, the way it uses the resources of thc parallel
system and to determlne means for improving the performance of the parallel program.
For example, Figures 7a and 7b show that the Envelope program in DFS mode performs
a large number of I/O operations and there are virtually no communication events. Figure
7c shows that the I/O bandwidth of the system is insufficient. As a result there is no
gain in using 64 PEs, the execution time with 64 PEs is essentially the same as the one
with 32 PEs, about 1,300 seconds. While in case of 16 nodes, the time spent in the I/O
state is less than 10% of the total execution time (200 seconds for a 2200 seconds execution
time), it represents morc than 60% when 64 PEs are used (about 1,000 seconds out of 1,300
seconds total execution time). Figure 7d provides additional arguments that the I/O is the
bottleneck, the average duration of an I/O event increases from about 0.08 seconds for 16
PEs to about 0.2 seconds for 32 PEs and about 0.5 seconds for the 64 PEs.
This analysis justifies our approach used in the DAN execution mode of the Envelope
program, to cache data across nodes. Figures 8a, 8b, 8c and 8d present tltis mode of execu-
tion using 16 PEs in two different experiments called A and il, and 32 PEs. As expected,
the number of I/O events is considerably lower, but there are many more communication
events compared with the DFS mode. The total execution time is reduced, about 1,600
seconds in 16 (versus 2,200 seconds) with 16 PEs, and about 800 seconds (versus 1,300
seconds) with 32 PEs. Figure 8c also shows that the total time spent in the compute state
is a fairly large fraction of the total time (more than 90% for the 32 PE case) and that
the fraction of time spent in the I/O state is insignilicant. Figure 8d illustrates that the
execution time of a program is influenced by the other program running concurrently in
other partitions of the system. In case of experiment A, the average duration of an I/O
event is larger than that of experiment B, because in case of A, other programs requesting
I/O were funning concurrently.
Figures 9a-9d describe the data collected for the FFTsynth program. There are two
options to perform the global exchange (see §6.1b), the in-place and the external global
exchange. In the fIrst case, each PE sends and receives data from every other PE and no
I/O is involved. In the second case, each PE writes its intermediate results to a fIle and
then when all PEs have finished writing their data, all read. The first mode was used in the
8, 16 and 32 PEs experiments, the second mode in the 64 PEs experiment. The high level
of contention for I/O is revealed by Figures 9c and 9d for the second mode of operation and
is reflected in the very poor performance of this mode. The execution time with 64 PEs
is about 140 seconds, while the one with 16 PEs is 95 seconds and the one with 32 PEs is
50 seconds. Figure 9b shows that the number of communication events per node increases
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Figure 7: Summary of information concerning the number of events, the average lifetime
of a state and the average lifetime of an event for the Envelope program running in DFS
mode.
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Figure 8: Summary of information concerning the number of events, the average lifetime
of a state and the average lifetime of an event for the Envelope program funning in DAN
mode.
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Figure 9: Summary of information concerning the number of events, the average lifetime
of a state and the average lifetime of an event for the FFTSynth program.
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Figure 10: Summary of information concerning the number of events, the average lifetime
of a state and the average lifetime of an event for the Recip program.
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Figures IOa-IOd present the data for the Recip program. We observe that again the
number of communication events per node increases linearly with the number of nodes as
expected, due to the sorting algorithm which requires a global exchange. Though there
are few I/O events, the time spent in the I/O state with 16 or more PEs is about 1/3 of
the total execution time, due to contention for I/O illustrated by the substantial average
duration of an I/O event, Figure lad.
6.4 The Amplitude and Time Correlation of the Paging Activities of the
Individual Node Programs
The methodology used to study the correlation of tllC paging activities of individual PEs
is to isolate the peaks of activity and to study how their amplitude and time of occurrence
relate to each other. For example, Figure 11 shows the page fault data obtained for the
Envelope program running in 16 nodes in DFS mode. Figure 11a, llb and llc show the
amplitude correlation in the three states, compute, I/O and communication, while Figure
lld, lIe and llf show the same data for time correlation. From Figure lla, we see that in
the compute state, we have isolated 16 peaks. Peaks 1, 2 and 5 exhibit the most dissimilar
behavior. J?or example, among the 16 PEs, the lowest rate of page fault for the first peak
of activity is slightly lower than 250 faults/sec and the highest rate observed is slightly
lower than 950 page faults/second. Figure lId shows that the first seven peaks of the
page-f<wlt activity occurred within the first 10-15 seconds and the time elapsed between
the first and the last occurrence of a certain peak is less than 50 scconds. We see that the
time elapsed between the first and the last occurrence of a certain peak increases as the
peak id increases. For example, the 15-th peak occurred first aIter about 220 seconds and
the last PE experienced this peak some 170 seconds later. The data presented in Figures
11 to 58 is organized as follows:
- Figures 11 to 22 present the data for Envelope in the DFS mode on 16,32 and 64 PEs.
- Figures 23 to 30 present the data for Envelope in the DAN mode on 16 and 32 PEs.
Figurcs 31 to 42 present the data for the FFTsynth program funning in 8, 16 and 32
PEs.
- Figures 43-58 present the data for the Recip program running in 8, 16, 32 and 64 modes.
For each run we present the page fault, page-in, copy-on-write and page-out paging activity
indicators. When running the Envelope program in the DFS mode (see Figures 11 to 22),
there are very few communication events. For this reason, Figures He to 22e show few
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peaks of activity (sometime none) and the time correlation graphs do not show any data.
The few communlcation events occur very early during the execution of the program and
the are separated by milliseconds rather than tens or hundreds of seconds.
7 Conclusions
An accurate analysis of the paging activity of a parallel program can only be done provided
that there is enough hardware and kernel support for monitoring the execution of a program.
The minlmal hardware support requires the existence of synchronlzed clocks for all PEs.
The kernel should support creation of a trace record [or every paging event to identify the
time when the event occurs, the type of fault and possibly other information. Such an
accurate monitoring activity is very costly and very intrusive.
We have opted for a less accurate, yet less intrusive and less costly approach, based
upon sampling of the event counters maintained by the kernel. The sampling is done at the
time of a state transition or as an explicit user request. The time spent by a node program
in a state varies widely, therefore our sampling of the paging activity counter occurs at
irregular intervals and we are forced to use average rates to measure the paging activity.
It is difficult and risky to derive general conclusions from a few experiments and we
will streSS only those observations which are confirmed by aU our measurements and have
a plausible explanation. In the absence of other results in the literature, we have decided
to include all our measurements to allow the reader to identify other trends we have not
observed and to verify our conclusions.
All our measurements carried out for different programs runnlng on a different number
of PEs show that in the paging activitYI there is a s1Jbstantial dissimilarity among the
node programs even for SPMD programs. This is plausible due to data dependencies,
but it is still very surprising to see that one PE experiences an average rate of 50 page-
in/second and another one close to 300 (Figure 16a, the fIrst peak in the COMPUTE state).
Yet such discrepancies are rather common for all parameters. The correlation in time of
different peaks of activity, shows the same trend. For programs which use asynchronous
algorithms like the Envelope in which each node works independently, the difference in time
of occurrence from the first PE to the last PE increases with the peak id.
This observation has a profound impact upon scheduling on MPPs which use gang
scheduling of all tasks in a partition to allow them to communicate with one another. The
high latency of a page-in request cannot be hidden by context switching as in the case of
traditional operating systems. Even moderate rates of page-ins may lead to a substantial
increase of the execution time of a parallel program and to fairly poor utilization of resources
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of the system, due to communication among tasks.
There are two possible solutions to this problem. The first is to attempt to reduce the
number of page-ins by increasing the amount of real memory available or by anticipating the
faults and bringing in pages before they are actually needed. There are no general solutions
we are aware of for this last approach. The second possible solution of this problem is to
reduce the latency of a page-in by having dedicated nodes with a fairly large memory acting
as swap devices.
Unfortunately, we are unable to answer an important question related to the paging
activity of parallel programs. Given the data characterizing the paging adivity of a program
running with n PEs we cannot predict the paging activity when running with m PEs.
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Figure 11: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 12: The page-in analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 13: The copy-an-write fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of
occurrence for the peaks of cow fault activity for the Envelope (DFS mode) program running
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FIgure 14: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 15: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 16: The page-in analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 17: The copy-on-wrlte fa.ult analysis. The correlation of amplitude a.nd time of
occurrence for the peaks of cow fault activity for the Envelope (DFS mode) program funning
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Figure 18: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 19: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 20: The page-in analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 21: The copy-an-write fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of
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Figure 22: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 23: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 24: The page-in analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 25: The copy-on-write fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of
occurrence for the peaks of cow fault activity for the Envelope (DAN mode) program
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Figure 26: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 27: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 28: The page-in analySIS. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 29: The copy-on-write fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of
occurrence for the peaks of cow fault activity for the Envelope (DAN mode) program
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Figure 30: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 31: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 32: The page-in analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 33: The copy-on-write fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of
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Figure 34: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 35: The page fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence
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Figure 36: The page-in analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
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Figure 37: The copy-on-write fault analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of
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Figure 38: The page-out analysis. The correlation of amplitude and time of occurrence for
the peaks of page-out activity for the FFTSynth program mnnlng in 16 nodes.
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